Improved confocal characterization of targets in nuclei of cytogenetic preparations.
To show that cellular preparations requiring depth analysis of different domains stained by molecular cytogenetic methods (fluorescence in situ hybridization and primed in situ) can be improved by regularized factor analysis of medical image sequences (FAMIS) to isolate fluorescent probes by means of intensity depth profiles of fluorochromes, to track relevant DNA sequences (cosmids and centromeres) in cell nuclei during interphase and to improve the use of cytogenetic techniques resulting in flat preparations of whole cells that are assumed to preserve probe access to their targets. 3D sequences of images obtained by depth displacement in a confocal microscope were first analyzed by the FAMIS algorithm, which provides factor curves. Factor images then resulted from regularization methods that improve signal/noise ratio while preserving target contours. Factor curves and regularized factor images helped analyze targets inside nuclei. It is possible to process preparations containing numerous spots (even when they are on different planes) to differentiate stained targets, to investigate depth differences and to improve visualization and detection.